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Review of Educational Efforts for Promotion of Sustainable Transport 
and Bicycling in Pune 
December 2016 

Introduction 

This study was carried out as part of the process for preparation of the Pune Cycle Plan. 

Aim 

1. Document current efforts for promotion of bicycles and sustainable transportation in Pune 

2. Review of literature on cycling awareness and promotion 

Methodology 

The following activities were done to gather information and insights about the nature of 

educational efforts in Pune, to promote understanding about sustainable transportation and 

especially about cycling: 

1. Interviews and focus group discussions with organizations working in transportation  

2. Meetings / visits to some organizations that have instituted good practices in relation to cycling 

3. Analysis of textbooks of Maharashtra Textbook Bureau and HSC Board 

4. Focus Group Discussion with cycling enthusiasts 

5. Focus Group Discussion with Schools 

6. Literature review of sustainable transportation programmes/initiatives to derive learning 

objectives. 

Findings 

Key Insights from Interviews of transportation organizations 

The organizations visited are 

• Parisar 

• Save Pune Traffic Movement (SPTM) 

• Road Safety Patrol, by Traffic Police 

• Cycle Pratishthan 

• LifeCycle  

• CEE 

 

Initiatives 

A variety of initiatives have been taken up in Pune for enhancing understanding about bicycling, as 

well as for promotion of bicycling. These include: 

• Bicycling Partnership Programme (Parisar) 

• Preparation and distribution of ready-to-use educational kits on cycling (film/posters, badges, 

flashcards, etc.) (Parisar) 

• Student charter for safe cycling to decision makers, walkability survey (Parisar, CEE) 



• Cycle Safe School Project (CEE) 

• Rainbow BRT Promotions and Outreach Programme: School Module (CEE) 

• 2015 on cycles (SPTM) 

• Sessions carried out as part of Road Safety Patrol by Traffic Police in schools 

• Cycle rallies, cycling groups/networks (SPTM) 

• Booklets for students (RSP and Cycle Pratishthan) 

• In-school sessions throughout the year (RSP)  

• Awards for projects on transportation (Parisar, RSP and SPTM’s Parivartan) 

• SPTM’s Kavach (Safe You, Safe Me) for schools on road safety 

• Sessions with workplaces (SPTM).  etc.  

Key Insights 

• Almost all cycling outreach initiatives focused on awareness of cycling as a mode of sustrans and 

safe cycling.  

• But quite a few had to tone down this message due to lack of safe cycling facilities. 

• Most cycling education programmes dealt with awareness of cycling as a way to reduce air 

pollution and for health purposes.  

• A few dealt with helping people to cycle- eg.  actual skill of cycling and how to continue to cycle.  

• Dilemma of cycling: Less cyclists on the roads means less people who demand for good cycling 

infrastructure, similarly, bad infrastructure discourages people from cycling. 

• More students in corporation schools cycle than private schools.  

• Advocacy work: student charter to decision makers, press releases of study reports,  policy 

reports,  PILs 

• Stressed that people must be convinced to cycle either through systemic interventions of good 

infrastructure and safety but also to move from leisure cycling to commute cycling through 

attitude shifts. Attitudes also need to be addressed among (cycling) young people  to  continue 

to cycle, as they find it easy and attractive to shift to motorbikes/cars when they turn 18. 

• Cyclists need to learn riding etiquettes and motorists need to learn etiquette towards 

pedestrians and cyclists.  

• Cyclists need: good cycle tracks, connectivity of these tracks, signals, shade, resting places, 

segregated track, wide roads, good parking facility, etc.  

• Target audiences for advocacy: Media, political representatives, corporators, experts,   

• Target audiences for education: schools, colleges, workplaces, individuals, etc. 

• Detailed inputs and suggestions from each organization in the Annexures section.  

Implications 

Education Programmes 

• Devise materials and programmes (especially for adults) which focus not only awareness but 
also shift in attitudes and behaviours, including if needed, acquiring basic skills related to cycling 
(rules, safety, clothes, maintenance/repair, etc.) 

• Educational efforts should also help organizations make the shift to become cycle friendly 
workplaces.  

• Locale-specific bicycle education materials need to be developed, as the currently available 
materials have a lot of western examples.  

• Integrate content on public transportation and non-motorized transportation in the RSP 
resource materials.  

• The BCP should be focal point of communications for cycling and gather as diverse inputs in this 
process through participatory processes. This in itself can be a good awareness raising initiative.  



• Role of civil society: to monitor the changes achieved after the plan has been put in place 
(showcase not only negative but positive stories of successes)  

• Outreach with politicians and media persons as political will is key and all change will only result 
from that for sustrans, priority must shift from motorists to pedestrians and cyclists. (Cycle 
Pratishthan) 

• Promotional activities should go beyond photo ops and encourage people to cycle. Even the 
famous people should cycle. (Cycle Pratishthan) 
 

Other suggestions 
• Incentivize people who are already cycling and recognize that their decision to cycle means a lot 

to the city (articulate the difference in quantitative terms). Eg. Provide free bus passes for 
cyclists. Profile local people who cycle-as ambassadors/champions 

• Make cycling easier- Good cycling tracks and PBS 
• Provide bicycle insurance for people who cycle. For the rest, introduce insurance only after 

achieving a critical mass of people who have shifted to cycling 
 

Matrix of outcomes for Sustainable Transportation educational programmes 

Outcomes/ Essentials Learnings from lit. review Parisar SPTM Road Safety 
Patrol 

Pravasi 
Manch 

Skills     
Helmet fitting (L) X    
Clothing (L) X    
Riding at night (L) X    
sharing the trail (L) X    
riding on sidewalks (L) X    
rules of the road (L) X    
principles of traffic jams (L)     
Ages 6-10     
Riding a bicycle (o)     
Handling (o)     
Helmet fitting (o)     
Bicycle maintenance (o)     
Signalling (o)     
Gears (o)     
Ages 9-13     
Helmet fitting (o)     
Bicycle maintenance (o)     
Handling (o)     
Signalling (o)     
Gears (o)     
Braking (o)     
Avoiding road hazards (o)     
Cycling in low traffic areas (o)     
Commuter cycling safety (Age 14+)     
Traffic theory and assertive cycling techniques (o)     
Age 15+ (Level 1)     
Ride confidently (o)     
Safety in low traffic areas and recreational pathways 
(o) 

    



Bike care (o)     
Minor repairs (o)     
Riding techniques (o)     
Detecting and avoiding hazards (o)     
Emergency manoeuvres (o)     
Ages 15+ (Level 2) (who already ride in traffic)     
Review riding skills (o)     
Cycling proficiency (o)     
Bicycle maintenance (o)     
Health and fitness (o)     
Equipment and bicycle consumerism (o)     
Commuter cycling Safety     
Improve competence and comfort level in traffic (o)     
Recognize and react to common road hazards (o)     
Maneuvering through traffic problems (o)     
Legal status of bicycles (o)     
Essential bicycle handling techniques (o)     
Women     
Riding skills (o)     
Bike maintenance (o)     
Equipment (o)     
Health and fitness (o)     
Night security and riding with children (o) X    
Senior Citizens (Age 50+)     
(To ride confidently in traffic areas and on recreational 
pathways. Bike care, minor repairs, riding techniques, 
detecting and avoiding hazards and emergency 
manoeuvres, helmet fitting, route planning and 
pathway safety) (o) 

    

Schools     
Training staff to do bicycle education (Ll) 

X  
Overall 

Transporta
tion 

 

Basic of cycling (through handson bicycling exercises), 
road rules,etc (on the cycling day where you went to a 
training place) (Ll) 

  X  

Good parking facilities (Ll)     
Parents training for cycling with children (Ll)     
Capacity building students and teachers to assess 
bike/walk-friendliness of their community 

X    

Campaigns to encourage cycling and safety: Be a ‘roll’ 
model: wear a helmet (SA1) 

 X  X 

Parents/Families     
On buying appropriate bicycles (SAP)     
Education about rules (SAP)     
Discuss safe/unsafe bicyclist behaviours (SAP)     
Discuss safe/unsafe motorist behaviours (SAP)     
Be a role model (Behaviour) (SAP)     
Handling injuries and accidents (SAP)     
Adults     
Knowledge of key vocabulary related to cycling X   X 



Understand the need for using the bicycle 
(sustrans/health, etc.) (cognitive/knowledge) 
(Adapted from SA2) 

X    

Myth busters-Car users pay more taxes hence they 
pay more taxes hence they have right on the road, 
cycling is not safe than other modes.  

    

Knowledge of Global warming and GHG (K-3) (Blanket 
activity, (OES) 

    

Modal share of student’s coming to school, Right of 
way, etc. (Grade 4-8) (Can they share the road 
activity), (OES)  
Prioritising pedestrians and cyclists over motorists 
(right of way) (DS-PC) 

    

How motorization ruins the city. (CEEB)     
Difference between commute and leisure cycling (max 
distance for commute cycling). Cycling connect to PT.  

    

Energy efficiency of different vehicles (Grades 9-
12)(OES) 

    

Rules of the Road for Cyclists and other users (CEEB)     
Demonstrate exceptional or reliable social behavior 
(Affective) (SA2) 
signals to use, roads etiquettes and manners (DS-PC) 

X   X 

Able to articlulate (reflect) why they cycle, positive 
changes to their lives, challenges they overcome or 
are grappling with (Affective/Behavioural) (Adapted 
from SA2) 

X 
(Surveys) 

   

Promoting environmental, ecological, economic and 
health benefits (mins and calories) 

    

What can one do to make the city cycle friendly? (Act)     
Effectiveness of the programmes (evaluation)      

 

Information sources for the matrix 

O- Ottawa Cycling Education (Canada) 

L- League of American Bicyclists ( http://www.bikeleague.org/ridesmart) (America) 

Ll-Lola (Belgium) (She had bicycle education in school) 

SA- Shape America 

(http://www.shapeamerica.org/publications/resources/teachingtools/qualitype/upload/bikeology-

curriculum-part1-v2.pdf) 

SA2-

http://www.shapeamerica.org/publications/resources/teachingtools/qualitype/upload/bikeology-

curriculum-part2.pdf 

Ontario Eco Schools-Walk to School activities: http://www.ontarioecoschools.org/wp-

content/uploads/2014/11/ES-KIT-WalktoSchool_FIN.pdf 

CEEB-CEE brainstorming meeting 

DS-PC: Dilip Sarda Personal Communication (March 2016) 

 

http://www.bikeleague.org/ridesmart
http://www.shapeamerica.org/publications/resources/teachingtools/qualitype/upload/bikeology-curriculum-part1-v2.pdf
http://www.shapeamerica.org/publications/resources/teachingtools/qualitype/upload/bikeology-curriculum-part1-v2.pdf
http://www.ontarioecoschools.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/11/ES-KIT-WalktoSchool_FIN.pdf
http://www.ontarioecoschools.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/11/ES-KIT-WalktoSchool_FIN.pdf


 

 

Appendix 

1. Key points of interview with Pune Cycle Pratishthan, Dr Dilip Sarda 

• The change in cycling atmosphere: We as an NGO have a network of more than 500 cyclists in 
Pune. Most of them only bicycle in the mornings when it is cooler, and there is no traffic. They 
don’t use it to commute, and use their own cars and scooters, but for exercise they use bicycle. 

 

• Prioritizing pedestrians and cyclists over motorists: I have been cycling since 1996, what I 
observed in schools also lot of children are also not coming on bicycles, in Peth area in big 
schools, the number of cyclists has decreased. And it is right what I think, that how a parent will 
send their child on a bicycle when it is so unsafe. So, the first thing is to create a good space for 
cyclists, safe cycling, good footpaths on the roads and strong public transport, then people will 
make the shift.  

• The change in cycling atmosphere: In the initial days, I used to come by bicycle but in the last 6 
years I am coming in a motorized vehicle, because the atmosphere is not conducive to travelling 
on a bicycle and I still repeat that if there is political will then it is possible. Politicians (MLAs, 
MPs, etc.) should travel by cycle only then they will know the problem of cyclists. 

• The change in cycling atmosphere: Cyclist and pedestrians do not create any trouble to others. 
But others all create trouble for them. Until this attitude changes, I don’t think our city is worth. 
This has to change from the top level, in Pune they have done lot of expenses on cycle tracks, five 
years back around 40-50 crore rupees. This money is of the taxpayers, they have not called us for 
the meeting also. It’s a big organisation that has been active since 1996, for 20 years. We have not 
been called for any meeting, they did it on their own. Those who aren’t cycling in Pune are building 
the roads, what they will understand problem of cyclists. Cyclist and pedestrians should get top 
priority on the roads then only people will come on the roads.  

• The change in cycling atmosphere: We have taken lot of efforts to promote cycling among school 
children. In local language is this book on safety cycling (surakshit cycling) this was to educated a 
child who is coming on bicycle to a school. How he should use the bicycle, which signals to use, 
roads etiquettes and manners, everything is here. And we use to distribute this free of cost to all 
school children and conducted several lectures. But now we have taken a lot of lectures and camps 
with parents, and parents are asking what is the use of this? If my child is not safe on the roads 
why should I send my child on a bicycle to school? 

• Cycle Pratishthan’s activities: We take rallies every month, 1st Sunday every month around Pune 
city, around 50-100 cyclists come and give slogans. Secondly in schools we give lots of lectures, 
awareness, ppts., thirdly we have come with this booklet. But nowadays we are worried why to 
promote cycling because it is very unsafe in Pune and if you see the last so many years data, the 
fatality is highest first among pedestrians second among cyclists.  

• The change in cycling atmosphere: This is work in the last 20 years, but it has tapered in the last 
8 years due to no political will. NGOs are taking a U Turn now, they are not bothered to increase 
safety and using tax payers money then what is the use of creating awareness. This is not only my 
reaction, my whole network of 500 members have got the same reaction.  (19.40) And there 
should be a lot of signage for roads, there are very few now. Signage is very important. The 
concern of parents is a recent response, before 10 years the response was very good.  

• Health implications of transportation: What is the smart city (they do it for money), if there is no 
air pollution then I can say it is a smart city. 210 to 250 in Pune for RSPM is a horrible statistic. I 
have been doing this study, on one group from Naman Baugh and another from Wagholi, where 



the lung capacity (that is the peak flow inspire) of people from Wagholi was much better in Naman 
Baugh. We are exposing the children to so much health hazards.  

• Cycling in Workplaces: These are sporadic initiatives, Pune University has been taking efforts, but 
it is not continuous. They were not able to maintain, FC the cycle park is free. Few of the industries 
have also taken it up in parking. One was Phillips at Hadapsar, but I don’t’ know if they are doing 
now. (This was around 20014-06).  

• Role of Civil Society organizations: Advocacy work would include, to be involved, whatever the 
political decisions they should coordinate the meetings, even ex-officio members of Cycle 
Pratishthan, the cycling networks must all get together and share all the suggestions together with 
all and then take decisions. This advocacy should be targeted to the municipal commissioner, and 
the commissioner should also be a role model so others get inspired to take up cycling 

 
Implication for Education Programme and bicycle plan 
• Outreach with politicians and media persons as political will is key and all change will only result 

from that for sustrans, priority must shift from motorists to pedestrians and cyclists. (Cycle 

Pratishthan) 

• Promotional activities should go beyond photo ops and encourage people to cycle. Even the 

famous people should cycle. (Cycle Pratishtan) 

• How do exercise cyclists switch to commute cycling? 

• It is also important to convey how to select the bicycles, how to maintain and know rules on the 

road.  

• Health implications of modes of transportation (Eg. Lung capacity, Asthma, etc.) 

2. Key points of interview with Road Safety Patrol (RSP), Mr Ragatwan 

About the RSP Education Programme in schools: RSP is a separate section in Traffic Police. The 

awareness programmes are aimed at children because children are future drivers, most accident 

victims are the young, and also because it is a captive audience. The programme reaches out to 276 

schools and more than 50,000 students. The module covers: Traffic rules, accident prevention, and 

discipline (drills). Once a week a school for an hour. Each day in the week we go to a different school. 

In schools of all languages for grades 7-9th. Students get the RSP certificate on completion of two 

years. The sessions go on from June to December and end in January.  We can take sessions together 

in schools but platoons are separate. 

Some schools where RSP is functional: Mount Carmel, BV Karyashaala (Katraj), Bharda School, 

Aranyeshwar Sahakar Nagar, St. Hirdus HS (Guruwar Peth), Abhinav school, SSPMS, New English 

School, Muktangan (Parvati Darshan), Sindhu Vidyabhavan, Agarkar School (Apollo Talkies).  

Key messages for cycling could be: How to use cycle, that Pune used to be called the city of cycling 

in the 80s and 90s; Aligning with unused cycles, cycle rent, sale, etc. Back in the days people also 

fixed the cycles, healthwise also it helps, reduces pollution. The reduction of cycles has been a slow 

decline. The choice of cycling still remains with us.  

3. Key points of interview with Save Pune Traffic Movement (SPTM), Mr Rajendra 
Sidhaye 

SPTM Activities: The project was called as 2015 on cycles.  Objective was to motivate 2015 people to 

adopt cycle as a mode in 2015.  Target audience (general-mostly corporate organizations, any Pune 

citizen who is interested in taking up cycling. Idea was to create a network of people who cycle and 

then demand better facilities for cyclists. So that was the objective and we created a focused 

website for that, individuals and organisation could register but we will support the cyclists and we 

will spread it in our own domain as well as the option was to support this particular initiative. And 



then we also had some cycle shops supporting this, saying that if you come via this particular 

initiative they will give some discount to the person. So the idea was that individuals can register to 

be part of this network, and organizations and the objective was to do 3-4 rallies of all the people 

registered in this and ended up organizing 2 rallies, one was from Sambhaji Park to Kalyani Nagar, at 

that time the happy streets was being organized. The rally started from SP and terminated in the 

Happy Streets which was promoting pedestrians etc. Basically the idea was to promote cycling, this 

was the project which was implemented in 2015. We have a network of volunteers, amongst whom 

we have a pool of trainer. The strategy is to conduct a ToT, and coordinator to support the trainers.   

Shift in focus from cycling to road safety: Although we keep cycling as a priority, the focus is not on 

cycling per se but on the safety of any element especially on pedestrians, NMT is on the priority.  

Volunteers: The volunteers are any kind of citizen, because in SPTM the model is that absolutely any 

citizen can  participate and become a member just by taking up a commitment to follow traffic rules 

always. They are all across the city, and they are registered on our email group. So then the 

initiatives are announced from time to time, and then depending on the time they volunteer for it. In 

this case we sent out the survey questionnaire and ask them to own up a particular chowk which is 

near you or on their work route.  

PARIVARTAN: Model making competition for schools:  That was a forum we have created called as 

Parivartan. It is a model making competition. People have some ideas to improve things related to 

traffic and they don’t know what to do, so you demonstrate that idea in a model. If your model or 

idea is good, we will take it up for implementation and of course it will get an award. The award 

event was done in February.  

Feedback from Parivartan: Actually quite a few were vehicle focussed and talked about flyovers. Of 

course, the ones which got prizes were good, but such ideas on NMT were very few. In the invite 

which we sent, and in the rules and regulations which we put up on the site we have tried to 

communicate some of the sustrans ideas, such as: priority is for safety, judges panel will evaluate the 

entries on the increasing safety, ease of implementation, etc. The models that will improve sustrans 

means, public transportation and walking.  Models that will lead to promotion of non sustrans that is 

cars, 2 wheelers, will directly or indirectly lose some marks. This we had made very clear, but one 

learning from what happened was that we depended on RSP for outreach to schools. We realized 

that one pre-event meeting may need to be done by SPTM. From the next time we will encourage 

the participants who had registered to come for a pre-event meeting, where we can give examples 

from earlier events about the type of ideas that got the prize and why. We realized that the general 

understanding can be that ‘I am building a flyover so that vehicles are going from above, and 

pedestrians will be safer’ so we need to have orientation session.  

Scaling up to 100% schools?: The messages need to be designed, and the delivery attuned to schools 

that take support from RSP. They have a fixed schedule and connect with schools once every month 

at least. We have a brochure or pamphlet and physically giving that can be handled by RSP.  

4. Key points of interview at Parisar, with Ms Shweta Vernekar 

Resource Materials: We have developed an education kit, which has a presentation, a film which we 
translated in Marathi called 'Cycling Cities' that has information from different cities in Europe which 
have major cycling and how socially also cycling is different there because they show school principals 
cycling, big businessmen cycling, etc. It also covers some aspects of the aspiration of owning a 
motorized vehicle is also handled in this film as well as the importance of following rules as well as 
how a city benefits from more people cycling.  



 
Another part we added was some surveys. We had surveys for the children, as well as for their parents, 
because the main aim of this was not that everybody should cycle because you can't say that as still 
there are safety issues, there are issues with the distance, maybe the distances are too much when 
you cycle, not about an all out conversion kind of thing, it was just meant to be informative.  
 

School’s Charter: We did something interesting in two schools: we asked the children to map where 

they come from, now it's quite an in thing to get all this mapping done but at that time it was not so 

much. And then with our help the children write to the municipal authorities with a map of the 

roads they most use, the problems they face and then demanding that measures be taken such as 

provide cycle tracks, traffic calming measures so that children feel more safe to cycle so all the 

results out of those survey sheets we put them out in a letter/charter and got the students to sign it. 

Barriers to cycling and how it was addressed through education and advocacy 

• The climate in India is that it is tiring, shade on the cycle lanes and rest stops-access to water, 

perception- social stigma-equating cycling with poverty, with women-perceptions of the women 

from a specific class where they were considered as ‘progressive’ if they cycled.  

• Treatment of other vehicles-that must change by sensitization of the other vehicles and not the 

cyclists.  

• School children-how do you continue to keep cycling because they are very eager to get their 

licences and drive vehicles, PBS- a good thing would be pitch in the public bicycle system here so 

would they actually use a public bicycle system, doesn’t mean they have to cycle everywhere, 

but have access to cycles whenever you want.   

• If people agree that they would cycle that means that there is scope for cycling and that it needs 

some changes.  

Can students even be part of the advocacy process or writing up the charter, taking it to the 

media, to the corporation.  

The end point was to get more and more schools into this and also, some changes actually do 

happen as per what the children are suggesting. So that did not really happen when we worked with 

these two schools and didn’t really catch their attention, but now there are more ways of doing it, by 

actually latching on to the corporator who has much more smaller territory to see. That time we 

didn’t do anything like this, we just sent the letter to the commissioner along with the charter, that 

we really want to get something done. To catch the attention of the corporator, make him feel that 

if he does that, he’s going to be in the good books of the people, so actually something that appeals 

to him. I think now I am getting more ideas on doing things which will be seen.  

Challenges while conducting such programmes 

The school session: school are interested in doing this but you do need a lot to convince them of the 

importance of such kind of things. Schools get the message that it is important to cycle but they 

should really be engaged that so many students should cycle, that there should be cycle facilities in 

the school. That somehow didn’t happen at that time, we had this one session which was nice, they 

didn’t really call us the next time. They need to think that this is important.  

Apart from that the kit that we prepared the usual thing was that it was for foreign countries it is not 

for India that questions comes a lot. We have to answer that ours is a hot tropical climate similarly 

they have very cold climate and they are fighting inspite of such extremes so it’s not so much about 

the extremes.  



 

Barriers in doing the sessions 

Making sure that awareness has happened and that has to be your long-term goal you can do it with 

one session. It has to be much longer a process of being involved, understand all facets of it, look at 

the connections.  

5. Key points from Focus Group of cycle enthusiasts 

Points from Group Work on Education, Outreach and Training.  

• Highlight the benefits of cycling: Economic, health, reduction of pollution, ease of movement, 
self-satisfaction, reduction in congestion, slowdown thought process (meditational in some 
ways). 

• Educating motorists: on the needs of cyclists, sensitivity and respect towards cyclists, convincing 
for mode shift, move from a mode that pollutes to a mode that reduces pollution.  

• Students: Can observe/audit cars, people in cars, behavior of motorists, other modes of 
transportation, in a given stretch near their school.  

• Increase sensitivity on local issues of the environment.  

• Use pics of famous people or celebrities on bicycles 

• Workplaces-What does it mean if they just shift to cycling-Fuel, Pollution, Health.  

• For groups like workplaces, ward meetings, and societies start with a 30 mins outreach 
programme.  

• It has to be marketed to individuals addressing their everyday need.  

• Awareness about shift in policies of the government from motor centric to sustainable 
transportation.  

• Handholding with different stakeholders (we will need to try out different strategies, long term 
engagement, etc. ) 

• Awareness for people who will work out the incentives in workplaces and for those who will 
avail it.  

• Knowledge of: how to cycle, routes, parking, stores, etc. Maybe a cycling app.  

• Workshops on repair and technical knowledge.  

• Physical preparation for going to cycle: how to step up the distances, medical needs, injury, first 
aid kit for long rides.  

• For kids: that there is a ‘way’ to cycle, type, demo sessions, mountain biking, performance 
biking.  

• Making short films to encourage people to cycle, with innovative infographics, posters, etc. 
promotional documentary of the increase of cycling in Pune, cycling as a sport, etc.  

• Reference of cycling in Pune from popular culture and books (Cycle Gaatha), old books, WOW-
women on wheels on the cycling revolution in Chennai  
 

Social activities with children-Giving moderated incentives, debates (do we need a cycle track?), 

plays, nukkad naatak, cycling games-group cycling (follow the leader), slow cycling. 

Specific learning outcomes from the deliberations: 

• Good cycling practices on the road 

• Building that culture of cycling 

• Cycling signals, night visibility 

• Types of cycling- Mountain, Commute, performance 

• Conduct repair workshops for schools, colleges, housing societies 

• Cyclists cycling but others need to be mindful of cyclists 



• Spaces/right of way on the road 

• Are we representative of the 1.6 lakh people who form the 9% of the people cycling.  

• How do we address aspirations of the youth to upgrade to a motorbike/car 

• Cycling as a way of life 

• Write to PMC on different policies-parking management, etc.  

• Find the barriers to cycle 

• Even enforcing basic rules goes a long way 
 

6. Children’s response to cycling questions 

What should we do so that cycle riding increase in your school? 

We have so many special days in school, then there could be a cycling day in the school when 

everybody is encouraged to cycle. Even the biggest businessman should cycle even for a day.  

How do you feel when you cycle? How  

My house is not far from school, but I use cycle for going short distances. When I enter the no-entry 

if I am late for school, I feel there should be a separate track for cycle.  

What is attitude of motorists towards cyclists? 

When I turn and I show hand signal they sometimes don’t understand. Two wheelers look with 

concern that the parents of children who cycle aren’t concerned of their safety. The other point is 

that class 8 onwards students begin to get a cycle, but sometimes students exhibit too much rash 

behavior. Therefore, in the morning students don’t follow rules and are in a hurry. There needs to be 

awareness even among students. I also feel that boys more than girls drive rashly.  

PBS 

If I have to go from here to Swargate, then maybe I can pick up a cycle from a designated stand here 

and then take it to my destination, then I can leave it at a stand there (parking). Then when I come 

back I can pick another cycle from the stand there and bring it here. So even if I don’t have a cycle I 

can go from one place to another. This way I can use the cycle which is a non-polluting way of 

travelling versus motors which cause pollution.  

This also depends on several factors like where you travel from and what is the load you are 

carrying, etc. 

  



‘Sustainable Mobility’ in School Textbooks  

 

This analysis of textbooks was carried out as part of the Pune Cycle Plan, to understand what type of 

content in relation to sustainable transportation, road safety and cycling is present in textbooks. The 

analysis is expected to contribute to the strategy for Public Awareness and Promotion of Cycling, 

being developed as part of the Pune Cycle Plan.  

The textbooks analysed are those developed by: 

• Bal Bharati (Maharashtra State Bureau of Textbook Production and Curriculum Research), which 
develops textbooks and teacher handbooks for Standards 1 to 8, and  

• Maharashtra State Board of Secondary and Higher Secondary Education, which develops 
curricula and textbooks for Standards 9 to 12.  

 

The Education System Context 
Curricula, syllabi and textbooks form the core of the education system with the overall aim of 

facilitating learning for the children. 

School Education is on the Concurrent List of the Constitution of India. The National Council of 

Education, Research and Training (NCERT) prepares the National Curriculum Framework (NCF) and 

syllabi. It also prepares textbooks, teacher handbooks and assessment methods. Various 

Examination Boards, including the Central Board of Secondary Education and various State Boards, 

the State Councils of Education, Research and Training (SCERT), and textbook bureaus may prepare 

their own syllabi, textbooks, teachers’ handbooks etc, based on the National Curriculum Framework 

and syllabi (that is, they may adapt the national documents to suit state-specific needs).  

The curriculum framework and syllabus are not usually formally shared with teachers, though they 

are usually easily available with state education departments and many are also online.  

Curriculum Framework: A plan that interprets educational aims vis-a-vis both individual and society, 

to arrive at an understanding of the kinds of learning experiences school must provide to children. 

Curriculum: Curriculum is, perhaps, best thought of as that set of planned activities which are 

designed to implement a particular educational aim- set of such aims - in terms of the content of 

what is to be taught and the knowledge, skills and attitudes which are to be deliberately fostered, 

together with statements of criteria for selection of content, and choices in methods, materials and 

evaluation”.  

Syllabus: refers to the content of what is to be taught and the knowledge, skills and attitudes which 

are to be deliberately fostered; together with stage specific objectives. 

NCERT (2006). National Focus Group on Curriculum, Syllabus and Textbooks, Position paper. 

The Role of Textbooks 

Though textbooks are one element of teaching and learning, in practice, the textbook is the most 

important resource that students and teachers have access to. Typically, it is the textbook that is 

‘taught’ and evaluation is based on the content of the textbook.  

 



Though teachers are in theory free to use a range of tools and methods, depending on the desired 

learning outcomes for different topics, in most schools, nothing outside of textbooks is taught for 

formal subject learning! 

Why Analyse Textbook? 

Considering the importance of textbooks in school teaching and learning, the design of any 

interventions to support or enhance students’ learning should take the content of textbooks into 

account. Teachers and parents and care givers also have access to the information in the textbooks. 

In the context of this paper, the analysis helps us, as educators and actors in the sustainable mobility 

domain, to understand whether the content matches the real situation, what could be the objective 

of content if present, how transport and mobility concepts are organized and taught, objectives and 

teaching within the textbooks, at which class levels and how they are presented etc. Educators (and 

other actors) can then plan activities that refer to the textbook content, complement or build upon 

the textbook content to provide knowledge, and develop appropriate skills, understanding, values, 

attitudes, and dispositions. 

This exercise can also help in strengthening school materials and teacher preparedness to reflect the 

everyday experience of students on the roads. The aim is to help develop the students’ capabilities 

and give them opportunities to contribute to systemic interventions in creating safe and healthy 

cities for people.  

Objectives  
The textbook review and analyses for this paper was carried out to understand:  

• The extent of presence of transport- and mobility-related content in various textbooks of 
Maharashtra Textbook Bureau and MSBSHSE 

• The portrayal of content, including visual support  

• The sufficiency and robustness (or, conversely, the insufficiency and weakness) of transport- and 
mobility-related content in textbooks 

Scope  
The scope of the review included an examination of the texts/ images, graphics, diagrams/ tables 

that directly or indirectly relate to the theme of transport and mobility. Curricular effectiveness, in 

terms of objectives and outcomes, has not been carried out as part of this exercise.  The following 

textbooks were reviewed:  

Maharashtra Board, Marathi Medium 

• Standards I to VIII: All subjects               

• Standards IX: English, Hindi, Marathi, Science, Social Science (Geography, History, Social and 
Political Life) 

• Standard X: English, Hindi, Marathi, and Science 

• Standard XI: Environment and Sustainable Development 

• Standard XII: Environment and Sustainable Development 
 

Methodology 
An initial orientation to the topic was undertaken by the team reviewing the textbooks. This was 

done by review of literature on sustainable mobility and discussion and reflection on the sustainable 

mobility related projects. Separately, a list was prepared of potential desirable learning outcomes in 

relation to the sustainable mobility domain. This set of desired learning outcomes is presented later 



in this paper. This formed the backdrop of understanding about sustainable mobility with which the 

review of textbooks was carried out.  

The review was done by going through each textbook page by page and recording the presence of 

content, and noted the nature of its presentation (poem, story, visual etc). The review provides a 

basis to analyse how the content contributes to knowledge, disposition, competence or behaviour in 

relation to transportation topics. However, individual content has not been analysed for accuracy, 

effectiveness etc.  

Textbook content, such as texts, visuals, activities etc, was tagged as primarily contributing to 

knowledge, disposition, competence or behaviour in relation to transportation topics. For example, 

information on transportation modes would be tagged as contributing to knowledge. Text on 

pollution impacts is tagged as contributing to disposition. Content related to civic duties, or road 

safety, or encouragement for using particular modes of transport (such as a bicycle) is tagged as 

contributing to behaviour. Activities improving say analytical ability or expression are tagged as 

contributing to competence. 

 

The tables of content so prepared were then sorted to give the quantum of content in various 

categories. Qualitative analysis was also done to identify the major themes and draw inferences on 

treatment, relevance, continuity and comprehensiveness. 

The limitations with this method are that the classification is broad, and also does not give greater 

weightage to comprehensiveness of content; for example, a whole chapter is counted as one item 

and so is a single activity. 

Findings  
The observations presented below are not meant as a qualitative assessment of the textbooks. The 

purpose has been to review the textbooks from the lens of the topic of transportation. It is 

acknowledged that the primary purpose of school textbooks is not to develop an in-depth 

knowledge of the particulars of transportation. The review merely states how the topic appears in 

textbooks currently. It should lead to further discussion on the merit of inclusion of the topic of 

transportation, and how it may be presented.  

Observations on quantum and nature of content  

While there is content related to disposition and behaviour, the content aimed at developing 

sustainability competence is relatively limited. 

TABLE 1 - NUMBER OF ITEMS POTENTIALLY CONTRIBUTING TO VARIED LEARNING OUTCOMES 

Number of items potentially contributing to varied learning outcomes 

Behaviour Competence Disposition Knowledge 

3 4 8 12 

 

Observations on themes of the content 

1. Transport related content (including visuals) are present across subjects and classes. 
2. The content does not necessarily match with real situation or real changes in transportation. 
3.  Much of the content relates to introduction of modes of transport, however there is limited or 

no discussion on choice of modes or criteria for choice when various modes may be appropriate 
for a journey. 



4. Visual support for transportation topics is of varying quality in the same textbooks.  
5. The need for transport is discussed briefly, but at no stage do the concepts of ‘access’ or 

avoidance of travel appear. 
6. Air and noise pollution impacts of transportation are included, especially in connection with 

fossil fuels, global warming, climate change. 
7. Behaviour related contents are primarily road safety which generally appears in the lower 

classes as precautions for crossing the road, following traffic rules, and civic duties for 
considering transportation infrastructure as public infrastructure, using it with responsibility and 
not damaging it. 

8. While there is considerable content, no individual textbook or textbook set manages to provide 
a systemic understanding of transportation as a system, or opportunities for critical thinking and 
development of competence for actions for sustainable mobility. 

 

Observations on presence of content related to the topic ‘Transportation’ 

The topic of ‘Transportation’ is introduced right at the Standard I and II level textbooks. The extent 

of content and presentation in the form of picture observation activities is relatively higher. The 

textbooks cover transportation with some understanding of the child’s experience on the roads and 

intends to arm them with key skills to be safe on the road.  

For Standards I and II, the subjects are Mathematics, Languages English and Marathi. The topic of 

Transportation appears as modes of travel students may be familiar with, like cycles, buses, which 

are used to explain concepts such as distances, directions, width, time, verbs, etc in mathematics 

and the experiences of travelling in the Language texts. The presentation is in the form of picture 

observation activities and poems. 

At the III to V level, the topic continuity is maintained. The complexity increases in an age 

appropriate manner, and content related to traffic rules, safe behaviour, public duties etc is 

introduced.  

The textbooks also show some complexity in content in terms of comparing different modes of 

transportation from the socio-economic perspective, but only in one grade and find no mention at 

all in the subsequent grades. It is addressed in one or two grades and there isn’t much attempt to 

delve in it beyond the different modes of transport and to some extent their impacts.  

The upper primary level may be most appropriate level for introducing a more systemic 

understanding of the topic of transportation, overall. However, the topic (transportation) does not 

have adequate coverage at this level in all the textbooks reviewed.  

It is worthwhile to note that transportation has been acknowledged as a topic relevant to student’s 

everyday lives and has been handled as such at the for Standards III-V. The presentation appears in 

the form of poems, picture observations, recitation and discussion in the languages (Marathi) and 

Environmental Studies. Content includes traffic rules to reduce speeding and accidents, and being 

courteous to others on the bus and train. In class IV the history of transportation and transfer of 

information are discussed in one chapter (Vaahatuk va sandeshvahan). The pros and cons of 

different modes of transport is discussed in a chapter in class V (Vaahatuk) along with benefits of 

using bicycles.  The textbook content addresses children’s apprehensions of being on the road and 

how they can themselves be safe as well as be courteous to fellow travellers by following some basic 

rules and habits.  



It is commendable that transportation is embedded in many lessons as it is cited as an example in 

understanding public amenities in the city and: 

• planning for public amenities 

• the role of rules and citizen action in a society 

• impact of human development on environment (sprawl) 
 

In lower classes transportation is presented simply as modes of transport used to explain various 

concepts such as distances, time, etc and on the experience of travelling. For classes III-V it seems to 

be connected to children’s experience of being on the roads, addressing their fears and learning 

basic traffic rules, even as they are introduced to the history of transportation and comparing 

different modes of transport for shorter distances.  

Transportation related content is also embedded within topics related to how our society works and 

what is our role as citizens, albeit solely restricted to following traffic rules which can solve many 

congestion and pollution related problems. 

At the upper primary level (Standards VI to VIII), transportation only appears in standard VI and is 

missed completely in standards VII and VIII. Transportation appears in a few chapters in the 

languages in standard VI only with a whole chapter on the history of a bicycle and its social, 

economic and environmental benefits. Content in the other chapters includes metro as an efficient 

mode of public transportation and on describing the scenes at different public transportation 

terminals like bus, port, railway station, airport, etc.  

The presentation is in the form of lesson-interview, poem, and picture observation activities. 

In standards IX-X transportation appears as separate chapters on lessons about air pollution and its 

health impacts and modes of transportation and tourism.  

The textbooks for the Standards XI and XII textbooks seem quite comprehensive on the topics of 

sustainable development etc. transportation is discussed at important places reinforcing previous 

knowledge (for example, air pollution) as well as bringing out indirect impacts of transportation like 

mining, etc. Transportation is explicitly covered in the chapter on ‘Impact of Industry, Mining, and 

Transport’ which looks at the problems and solutions, planning for transportation, public transport, 

transport demand management, cleaner technology, etc. New modes such as public bicycle sharing 

and bus rapid transit are also introduced. As such, the Environment Studies curriculum at the XI and 

XII level offers great scope for the conduct of projects and activities.  

Teacher’s Handbook, Maharashtra 

‘Maintenance and repairing of bicycle’ is a work experience teacher handbook for Class VIII which 

covers various topics such as the history of cycling, design/parts, repair tools, oiling and cleaning, 

fixing punctures, removing valve, tyres, chassis, seat, bell, lock, dynamo, chain, mudguard, pedal, 

break design and fitting, rules, traffic rules, etc. The booklet also contains assessment.  
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A Framework of Desired Learning Outcomes 

One exercise educators undertake while preparing curricula is to articulate desired learning outcomes. These are presented in the knowledge, disposition, 

competency and behavioural domains. The ‘desired learning outcomes in the sustainable mobility domain for school students’ developed by Centre for 

Environment Education, is presented below is for discussion and refinement by both educators and transportation experts, in the context of Pune Cycle 

Plan. 

TABLE 2 - DESIRED LEARNING OUTCOMES IN THE SUSTAINABLE MOBILITY DOMAIN FOR SCHOOL STUDENTS 

Knowledge 
(What we know?) 

 

Disposition 
(How we respond to environmental 

issues?) 

Competency 
(Skill and abilities that we know how and 

when to apply) 

Behaviour  
(Involvement and intentional and habitual 

behaviour) 

• List mobility needs 

• Explain the concept of access 

• Explain the importance of 
transportation infrastructure in 
cities and villages 

• Explain functions of roads and 
streets  

• Identify users of roads and streets 

• List and compare modes of transport  

• List different types of fuels and their 
sources 

• Recognize importance of regular 
maintenance of vehicles  

• Understand the history of the 
automobile and transportation and 
its consequences (social, economic, 
environmental costs) 

• Explain Impacts of transportation in 
a life cycle analysis of transportation  

• State driving rules and regulations 
(includes knowledge of road signage, 
punctuality for traffic signals, 
carrying a driving license) 

• Influence selection of mode of 
transport 

• Prevent unnecessary honking to 
avoid noise pollution.   

• Influence for cleaner and greener 
fuel  

• Explain the need for proper 
service and maintenance of 
vehicles to reduce emissions.  

• Argue for options – walking, 
cycling, public transportation etc 

• Argue for safe driving  

• Argue for plantation of trees 

• Demand safe conditions for 
cycling and walking  

• Argue for preference of walking 
and cycling on road and providing 
for the needs of vulnerable 
(children, women, old, disabled) 

•  

• Develop school as a stakeholder of 
transport 

• Articulate demand for walking and 
cycling and safety for them 

• Advocate for equity on road for 
disabled, women and poor 

• Select the best options when given 
a choice 

• Predict impacts with various 
behaviour 

• Justify driving ethics – road equity 
for all, behaviour of motor vehicle 
driver towards cyclist or a 
pedestrian 

• Evaluate policies 

• Explore links of roads and transport 
with other area/sectors (health, 
well-being livelihood, energy and 
biodiversity) 

• Assess bike/walk-friendliness of the 
community 

• Reflect on different worldviews 
(automobile/car-centric vs people-

• Give first preference to pedestrians 
and cyclist respect their dignity and 
need for safety on roads 

• Convince adults to switch off engine on 
signals to save fuel and avoid 
emissions. 

• Prefer a mode which is sustainable (like 
walking, cycling and public transport) 

• Vehicle at home must have PUCs to 
control emissions from their vehicles. 

• Opt for those long distances modes for 
transport which reduces an individual’s 
ecological foot print (walk or cycle for 
short distances) 
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• Explain basic rules for pedestrians & 
cyclists, and safe walking /cycling 
behaviour 

• Classify the needs of different types 
of users in relation to emergency 
and universal design and 
management 

• Explain transport demand and its 
factors 

• Identify noise and silence zones 
 

centric) and assess what is 
'sustainable'  

• Critical thinking on drivers of 
transition towards sustainable 
transportation (eg. technical and 
behavioural changes, etc.)  

• Bike care and basic repairing 

 
Developed by Pramod Sharma, Centre for Environment Education. August 2016 
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Recommendations and Conclusions 

The recommendations below are primarily based on the textbook review for transportation-related 

content. There may be a need to add content, but more important are the approaches to selection 

and presentation of textual materials that can help the learner develop a systemic understanding of 

the sustainable mobility domain and acquire the requisite competences. Further, a careful building 

up of the topic through textbooks across subjects and over grades is needed, so as to maintain 

continuity and introduce the complexity inherent in the topic.  

• Transport and mobility concepts are given place in the textbooks which indicates that it is part of 
content selection done at the curriculum and syllabus level. This is an opportunity to introduce 
transport and mobility in a planned and systematic way. Further work is essential to integrate 
appropriate content in an age appropriate manner considering the curriculum as a whole as well 
as the role and usage of textbooks. 

• Development of a guidance document may be done by bringing together transportation experts, 
school educators and curriculum developers  

• Further studies might be required to map the ecosystem of transportation learning in terms of 
what students know (their vocabulary), their experience and the problems they face.  

• Continuity of transport and mobility concepts (distribution) across subjects and standards has to 
be given importance. This will ensure subject-knowledge is embedded in the concepts to be 
learnt. Continuity also supports a gradual introduction of a range of concepts and issues in an 
age-appropriate way.  Essential learnings (and guidelines for visuals and data) for textbook 
writers, school managements and teachers should be developed. 

• The quality and complexity of content has to be closer to real life situation as it is intended to 
have an outcome on a student’s learning overtime. A student’s pre-knowledge, systemic factors 
and developments in transport and mobility have to be considered.   

• Transport and mobility concerns of individuals, communities, school managements and city 
governments may be included in textbooks and curricula, particularly so in the secondary stage 
when children are ready to travel alone and have individual experiences of travelling.  

• Treatment of the context should progress from poems and stories to case studies and examples, 
and data, rules and regulations, policies. Methodology and approach should be clearly 
communicated (also important for bringing in complexity). 

• At the senior secondary level, project work on transport and mobility issues should be taken up 
to provide experience of working with information and making interlinkages and therefore 
forming one’s own opinions and choices is key at this stage. 

• Learning should also focus on building competencies to assess various modes of transportation 
and pick the sustainable modes, or help learners express and advocate for such modes to be 
developed  

• Transport and mobility concepts should be clearly linked to pollution, technologies, climate 
change, health, economic, environmental and social aspects. 

• There has to be a clear focus on creating a positive attitude towards sustainable modes of 
transportation like the skills of walking safely, learning to cycle and cycle safety.   

• With regard to knowledge, attitude and practice, there is a need to move beyond making 
children aware of traffic rules. It should discuss choices, beliefs and attitudes. 

• There is a need to improve the supporting illustrations and graphics as they usually are dated in 
their representation. 

• Good practices, ideas for taking action have to be covered. 
 

Textbooks alone can’t achieve the outcomes we would want to achieve. Textbooks will need to be 

substantiated with co-curricular elements (eg. action projects) which involve actual practice that will 
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help students navigate through their daily lives on Indian roads. They should also help students to 

make a transition to sustainable modes of transportation and be open and prepared for such 

transitions. 

The domain of schools and mobility deserves attention to accelerate efforts for sustainable mobility. 

As suggested earlier, sustainable transportation efforts in schools may focus on learners as 

responsible citizens as well as the school itself to be a site for demonstrating sustainable practices.  

A comprehensive engagement effort that includes different actors in a 'whole school, whole system’ 

approach would be appropriate. Such engagement would include school managements, parents 

associations, urban local bodies and their road/ transportation departments as well as school 

education departments, bus utilities, transportation service providers, Traffic Police, citizens groups 

and NGOs, transportation planners, etc.  

The aim should be to support learners to understand the need for sustainable transportation and for 

them, and the school as a whole, to participate as active citizens in creating safe transportation in 

cities.  
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Appendix 

 

1. List of textbook content related to transportation 

 

Textbook Analysis for Inclusion of Transport and Mobility in the Curriculum of Maharashtra State Board 
 

Standard Topic Name of the lesson 
Location 

(pg. no.) 
Subject Keywords 

 

1 Verbs, actions, action song Wheels of the bus 38-39 English (Ed: 2016) 
bus, poem, public transport, activity, 

verbs 

K 

1 Numbers (number 9), singular-plural Engine Number Nine 53-54 English (Ed: 2016) 
Train, boats, aeroplane, cars, bicycles, 

math, English, grammar 

K 

1 Look and say, do action, how we travel Let's Go! 68-69 English (Ed: 2016) 

action, verbs, walking, cycling, two 

wheeler, auto rickshaw, motor cars,  

bus, train, boat, plane, spaceship 

C 

1 Opposites-narrow-wide Tulana-Rundii 44 Math (Ed: 2016) 
Road, narrow, wide, cycle, car, cars, 

multi lane, single lane 

K 

1 Counting, subtraction Vaja Baaki 48 Math (Ed: 2016) counting, cycle K 

1 Travel times 
Kaal maapan: kami 

velh-jaast velh 
75 Math (Ed: 2016) travel times, cycle, aeroplane, train 

K 

2 
Directions, show and tell directions-who is where on the 

road 

Daava-ujvaa, maagey-

pudhey 
1 Math (Ed: 2016) 

directions, view of road, cycle, truck, 

footpath, rickshaw, hawker, bullock 

cart, marine drive, Mumbai 

K 

3 What it's like in the city, how does the city look like 
Riya in the city (what 

it's like in the city 
10,11 English (Ed: 2016) 

wide roads, Buses, cars, cycles (bikes), 

traffic 

K 
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3 Courtesy on the bus/train Travel manners 65 English (Ed: 2016) 
bus, travel manners, courteous to 

people, train 

B 

3 What traffic lights/rules mean Traffic dada 78-79 Marathi (Ed: 2016) 
traffic signals, no parking, fines, rules, 

traffic jam, speed, accidents 

D 

3 Glimpse of a city and village 
Aaple gaaw, aaple 

shahar 
38-41 

Paryavaran Abhyas 

(Ed: 2016) 

trucks, goods, bridge, motorbike, 

traffic, traffic police, motorbike, 

convenience, modes of transportation 

to transport goods  

K 

3 
Public amenities for community life-Public transportation, 

water, etc.  

Samuhajeevanasathi 

saarvajanik sanstha 
123 

Paryavaran Abhyas 

(Ed: 2016) 
public amenities, Bus stand 

K 

4 
Impacts of human beings (population) and their actions on 

the environment 

Aapan parisar dhokyat 

aanat aahot ka? 
146-152 

Paryavaran Abhyas 

(Ed: 2016) 

Population, pollution, then, now, 

density of vehicles, long commutes in 

cities, air pollution, fuel, comparison 

over timescale 

D 

4 History of transportation/communication 
Vahatuk va 

sandeshvahan 
132-138 

Paryavaran Abhyas 

(Ed: 2016) 

History of transportation, speed of 

information travel, technology, 

comparison of different modes of 

information dissemination, 

messengers, birds, letters, phone, 

travel, etc.  

K 

4 
how to overcome fear of the roads, how to cross the road 

and how to behave on the roads 
Vaatadya 44-49 

Paryavaran Abhyas 

(Ed: 2016) 

crossing road, fear of roads, zebra 

crossing, look left, right, then left, then 

cross 

B 

4 
Planning for public amenities-waste management, water, 

roads (accidents-therefore people follow rules) 

Samuhajeevanasathi 

vyavasthapan 
121 

Paryavaran Abhyas 

(Ed: 2016) 

Local, state level planning for 

infrastructure, roads, accidents, rules, 

public duty, 

C 

5 
Pollution is a problem. Good behaviour on the roads and 

following traffic rules are possible solutions 

Aaplya samasyaa, 

aaple upaay 
43-44 Marathi (Ed: 2016) 

Traffic, time of the day, peak hour 

traffic 

D 

B 
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5 

Impact of human development on environment 

(biodiversity). One case discussed is of roadways and 

railways infra in protected areas 

Paryavaran aani 

aapann 
87-95 

Paryavaran Abhyas 

(Ed: 2016) 

impact, roadways, railways, dams, 

industries, development, protected 

areas, forest/biodiversity conservation, 

global, local strategies, pollution, 

extinction, sacred forests,  

K 

D 

5 

Comparison between different modes of travel for short 

distances in terms of time taken, dependence, comfort, fuel 

used and consumption, perception of pollution (noise, 

smoke). Pros and cons of vehicles, Benefit of using bicycles 

Vaahatuk 68-72 
Paryavaran Abhyas 

(Ed: 2016) 

car, cycle, walking, fuel, comfort, air 

pollution, comfort, exercise, clean, 

speed, NMT-Cycle, private vehicle 

maintenance. 

C 

5 
Example of traffic rules for explaining the role of rules in a 

society 
Neeyam sarvaansaathi 28 

Paryavaran Abhyas 

(Ed: 2016) 
Traffic rules, rules 

D 

5 

Example of why students love to cycle but there are no 

separate cycle tracks. Used to set context for responsibility 

of citizens to address public issues through conflict 

resolution means like dialogue/ discussion, and individual 

and community action 

Aapnach sodvu aaple 

prashn 
32 

Paryavaran Abhyas 

(Ed: 2016) 

Public issues, problem 

solving/resolution, cycle track 

D 

C 

6 
See and discuss the pictures: bus terminal, port, railway 

station and airport 
Sair 2,3 Hindi (Ed: 2016) 

bus terminal, airport, port, railway 

station, safety, cleanliness 

K 

6 
Metro: a convenience, reduction in travel times, 

comfortable ride, a matter of pride.  
Safar Metrochi 61-63 Marathi (Ed: 2016) 

Metro, convenience, reduction in 

travel times, comfortable, a matter of 

pride.  

D 

6 

Autobiography of a cycle: history of cycle, convenience, 

independence, economical, health benefits, global switch to 

cycling, etc.  

Saaykal mhanto, mi 

aahe na! 
02,3,4 Marathi (Ed: 2016) 

cycle, exercise, clean, history, 

independence, health benefits, air 

pollution, economic benefits, sustrans 

D 

 

       

9 Modes of transportation, infrastructure and tourism 
Vahatuk, sandeshvahan 

va paryatan 
43-51 Geography (2012-13) 

roadways, waterways, airways, post and 

telegram, telephone, radio, TV, internet, 

tourism 

K 
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9 
Impact of human development on natural resources, air 

pollution problems and solutions 

Pradooshit hava har 

saans mein 
17-18 Hindi (2012-13) 

emissions, natural resources, fuels, air 

pollution, automobiles, global warming, 

carbon dioxide, afforestation 

D 

9 
How our cities have grown (picture of flyovers and 

elevated walkways) 
Badalte shahar 119-121 Marathi (2012-13) urban sprawl  

K 

11 

Picture of a cycle to explain how a cycle is a system, but 

not the separated parts of it. Topic: Systems form 

meaningful wholes 

Paryavaranaacha 

Pranali drushtikon 

(Systems perspective of 

environment) 

4 
Paryavaran aani 

Shashwat vikas 
Parts of a bicycle, bicycle as a system 

D 

11 
Section on transportation under ‘Impact of Industry, 

Mining and Transport’ 

Human made artefacts, 

systems and the 

environment 

102-105 

Paryavaran aani 

Shashwat vikas (Edn: 

2012) 

Impacts of transportation sector on 

environment, natural resource decline, air 

and noise pollution, solutions, public 

transport, planning for shorter commutes, 

transport demand management, cleaner 

tech, BRT Brazil, Delhi, Ahmedabad, Pune; 

emissions, project, acid pollution, nitrous 

oxide, nitrogen cycle 

K 

 

8 (Teacher 

Handbook) 

Activity oriented learning, 

attitude for making use of 

the skills,  'learning by doing' 

Maintenance and 

repairing of bicycle 

Whole 

book 

Work experience 

teacher's handbooks 

(Ed: 2016) 

History of cycles, design/parts, repair tools, oiling and cleaning, fixing 

punctures, removing valve,  tyres, chassis, seat, bell, lock, dynamo, chain, 

mudguard, pedal, break design and fitting, rules, vehicle rules, questions 

and assessment. 

C 
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2. Some examples of textbook content related to transportation 

Examples of textbook content from Maharashtra, Standards I and II 
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Some examples from the Maharashtra Textbooks (Standards III-V) 
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Some examples from the Maharashtra Textbooks (Standards VI-VIII) 
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